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PREFACE 
The planning af the !2Sresund-experiment was carried out by in-
stitutions from the Nordic countries with NO:RDFORSK (Nordic co-
operative organization for applied research} acting as project 
co ... ordinator. The aut.ho,rs thank the members of the "managing 
staff" for smooth and constructive co-operation before, during 
and after the experiment. We especially thank Mari-Mai Lagus of 
NOlUJFORSK for her excellent handling of the project. We acknow-
led9e the help of persons from Ris!6 who took part in the exper-
iment, EU11pecially Morten Frederiksen, Arent Hansen and Gunnar 
Jenaen. Birt.he Skramsager is acknowledged for her typing of the 
manuscript. Furthermore, the assistance of the Danish Post and 
Telecommunication is appreciated. 
---~~-~~~·~~ ... ------~---------l~O:::t~M"''"'_l .. 1il"'"'"''" .... "
1 • INTRODUCTfot 
The atmospheric dispei:;s}.on prqcei;;~es aI;Id the rnodif icati@ns in 
the wind field acr~~~i.£fo~ to-k.m ~ide.strait. of fl1resund B~tween 
Denmark and '~eden w.as styi:~i~d, _i.n ·~h {experimental campa:i;.gn 
called tl;te fl1;esund-elperi"ent. The project was coordin~tedby 
NORDFORSK. The earnpaign. teak plaqe, f~orn ~~ay 15 to Jun~>l,4, 1984. 
O~n~~;t •. oHlS Wi~lt ci>lGl ,w[ater and• W~H~~ •. !a~d sUr·face~ Were'.,oi ·;~pect~ 
fj;;c intere~t ·itl. tb,e e~~eriment:~·~,,':el:lc; ,~ei~ordi~§f~al obs~r.~ational , 
nel~WQrk ~ltten4;:'.~~ o,ver a> ~O-km wi4~;r cross•'f~Q.;tion throug.h the 
fl1:tr•st.fne •. A lai':~;f pri~l~~~~fdO:p of tlt,~"•:.n;te~q- A~<f·'in.icrorneteorolbgical 
inst.:rrumerltatfd~/i.~ the No:taic cou~trf~s'were used in the eJitper-
iment. A thor;~gh descrip(:i.on of the project is glyEm in Gtyning 
{ 1985) • 
. As. a part of th~ f2S;i:s~ilfd~·~x~~riment RisstS ~!ltti~t?:al ~abora~ory 
carried d~{t •t..,orologicar measurements at a'. number of masts in 
oenmairk and peltformitd me.asurernents of turbulence at tlia mast in 
~G,la4sG1x~ ~uriqf ,i;raoer.r~l,eases. In cooperation with the Swedish 
·M~1;.~·tol~9i·9~l ·~net aydroiogio~i Instiiute '·itisscs' per'formed 'mea·suf'e..;; 
<_,:;. ;,. :;;~-- \ ~·;i ·:-~- , , ·" , : ' < J' '"t- _,, z~;. t'?' <z \~" ·:· > i':.:s :~·.;_ t __ _ ~ : _ ~ »-'- < ~ -. '": .. :.:· ,:, jft- -_: ; ,: >; 
men~s1 ~;~~ .•.• ~. m~ni;sol}d~. syli!t~m th~1;. was op~rated from a •f:tshtnf-
~o,.~~ .. :i,I?.· !iJt!•u~"~~, .·rh' !~i,ni-s~~dE? !~U.~~m~nt (AI!SOND£) belonfed td1 
'\?>i•,}\ · 'fy' ') ;r ,,.r,:'-',• -~ ~! ' .;_'.' ~3-;;·,S;:,<:>: <'-· "' __ .'. ;_·-., ».J-~J\ <\i'.:4 :;:!A<.!,o". { 'tf;,f/'» f 
:aisf6. an<l~\'1&.f. opera1;.ed. ,by P&,1'&<lllnel frcOm the sweaisffi ·aet:eotoloctli;.. 
r;.:~;:_::?,:' Js;~. /:;+'~:!,{~'~·. i ·,,c'~:._~ ,1.'':f', }~ \.-::·· :" ·2:h-;-'/:;_' (;~~:»:<'.- -- y·'· ,, f - -- ~": ',; 
cal ana Hydr.ologi~al Institute. A,lso a Sprin'iiJ'er ra.dio•son<le sy-
stem Which be19ncged to the S~ecllish De!~n~i Wi,ther' s$rvic. was·. 
operatecll on tihe f 111.hing-boat. During the cantpaign Risfl.I carried 
out an i~1i:er~.Gl'Rpttri11on o;f the pressure sensors, Which were oper-
ated '' a" part of the f2Jresund-expetiment. This· report describes 
the meaen,irements i~L 1!fbic~ :a$,d .. Wf!ls .. i~rY:o.~,~,e~ t• "e.1~· ~s. ~'f.le 
'/,,1' .. , ----, i .~J!;>.> ,;.:f?i'~ ;.,;_;'.-'"""'·"'i -·J -,_ ,_:~ __ +_,' "-~·•--',,,,\',-"~-.. 4' -- ~~·-,,,,_1\,~~ 1 \ 
m•"•\ttrett1.e1'.ts with the S}':tenger radio•sonde system. :ror use in 
th~r:;:··~~·~t~·~rz tep~n.~c~l dt1~ar~,~io~, r4J.~ l fJ~O\'fS some of the 
mpt,f•P:-fint:t.P!l',i~~o~,11 f?f. th' ~J!'fS1,2nd-e~p;eriment, . 
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Fi51, .. 1. The geographical location where the meteorological measure-
ments were carJ:ied out. The positions refer to 1} RisizS, 2) Sje!;!ls-
mark, 3) Avedf6re, 4) Gladsaxe, 5) Charlottenlund, 6) Margrethe-
holm, 7) Kastrup Airport, 8) Middelgrunden, 9) Saltholm, 10) Barse-
back, 11) Furulund, 12) Maglarp and 13) Borlunda. Some of the 
cities in the area are shown. 
2. TURBULENCE MEASUREMENTS AT THE GLADSAXE MAST 
During releases of the tracer, measurements were carried out of 
the turbulent wind fluctuations at the height of release (115 111} 
at the mast at Gladsaxe. These measurements were carried out 
using an instrument package that consists of a fast responding 
light-weight cup-anemometer, a wind vane and a vertical propeller. 
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The signals (analogue or pulsed) from these illstraments were re-
corded continuous].,¥. t>:n.an analogue recorder during the tracer 
experiments and ~ere later digitized with a sampling frequency 
of 1 ·Hz. The continuous si'gnals from the instruments are used 
for the oompatation of the fluctuating three-dimen.sional wind 
velocity vector, taking int:;;o account tl:).e appr~priate angular re-
sponse functions of the instruments. A detailed descrip~ion of 
the technique is given in Gryning (1981). A short description 
of the light-weight instruments is given below. 
A Ris{ZS m<;>qel f:O cup-anemometer was us.ed as winQ. :speed sensor. It 
is. a light-w,eight, strqti.g instrument with cups made of carbon-
reinfGrced pfiastic. The a.i~tance constant is about 1. 5 m and the 
starting speed is 0.2 ms-1. The;yeif:sion of the Ris{ZS 70 anemometer 
used here is a light chopper type, producing 30 pulses per :tota-
tion. The num})er of pulses can be counted and convert~d lnbb wiru.l 
speed. The cup-anemqmeter is individually calibrat'ed in ord~r to 
oJ:>tain the relationship to b~ used to convert th~ pulse freq6edo~ 
to wind speed. The calibrat~~n is given by u = 0.26·+ 0.042 n, 
where,u is wind speed in ms-1 and n the cup-anemometer pulse fre-
quency. 
Ideally, the angular response of a cup-anemometer is the so-called 
cosine response. With this response, the angular velocity will be 
independent of the wind. velocity component parallel to the axis. 
Th~ angular ;response of the Ris!6 70 cup-aneinomet~r is, like that 
,,,' '.:/'l : ' ," ·, ,' . ,'' <. ; 
of most similar instruments, not symmetrical with respect. to a 
horizontal plane. Due to the anemometer shaft and body, the an-
gular response for sub-horizontal wind attack angles departs 
measurably from a cosine response~ for super-horizontal attack 
angles up to ,.., 200, the angular respons.e is approxima~ed. ·well by 
a cosine.function. The angular response of the cup-anemometer 
"' l, " ., ' 
used is shown in Figure 2. Corrections have been ·made in't.he aria.:. 
lysis of the data for the la6k of cosin~ response. The correctidn 
is e~:eecially import.ant for 1ightwinds, and strol1g surface heat:.. 
ing cionditiol\s. 
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Fig. 2. Angular response of the Ris!6 70 cup-anemometer. Positive 
angles indicate that the wind.attacks from above. The full line 
is the directly measured angular response; the dashed line is 
the ideal cosine response (from Busch et al., 1979). The ordinate 
shows the angular response, Q($)/Q(O}, where Q{$) is the angular 
velocity of the cup-anemometer for an angle of attack $, and 
Q{O) is the angular velocity for horizontal flow of an equal 
speed. 
A Ris~ 70 cup-anemometer is accurate to within ± 1 per cent of 
the actual wind speed reading above 5 m/s, and to ± 5 cm/s below 
(Busch et al. 1979). 
2.2. Wind vane 
The horizontal wind direction was sensed using a light-weight 
vane, also developed at Ris~ and described in detail by Larsen 
and Busch (1974). In the vane design considerable attention was 
paid to the proper response characteristic at relatively high 
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freq.uencies.. The vane. w:as designed. w:i th minimal weight and f r.i.c-
tion r a rough, flat, light-weight plate made of expanded poly-
styrene was used for vane material. From the approximative, theo-
retical relation between the wind yane deflection and the true 
wind direction (Larsen and Busch,. 1974), it can be seen that a 
~ind vane acts as a second-order filter with the transfer func-
tion Hv(w): 
where we is a characteristic frequency (rad/s), C is the daJtlp-
ing ratio and w frequency (rad/s). The ampl~tude transfer func-
tion Hv(w) as we1·1 as the phase lag for dif~e:tent valµes of C 
are shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that the be.St ove!tall 
performance of the amplitude tr~:u?s:tef .ftinct:L'on is obtained for 
t; "' 0.6. The characteristic frequel};ay we is related to a basic 
characteris.tic length scale, A.v, associated with the design 
of the wind vap:et A.v is approximately independent of the wind 
velocity. This is not the cai;;e for We· Fast res.ponse vanes 
require that we. be large. This is e.qui valent to saying that "A.v 
is small. The wind vane used in.this experiment is characterized 
by C "' o. 6 and A.v = 1 • 5 m. 
The Ris~ vane output is two analogue signals proportional to the 
cosine and sine of the wind direction. The signals are recorded 
Qn the analog recorder. 
2.3. Vertical proReller anemometer 
The vertical wind velocity component is measured using a verti-
pally mounted Gill propeller anemometer with four helico;d-shaped 
~olysq.rene bl~deet! . Thee pt,ope.J.ler diameter is 23 cm. ~: lO ··sm shaft 
~xtender was employed to improve ,the response in the stall region. 
For winds alone; the axis the propeller anemometer in this configur-
ation is reported to have a distance constant of approximately 1 m. 
The distance constant for the propeller, >-pr is usually me.asured 
by releasing a prgpeller from rest in a steady wind (wind tunnel) 
I 
I 
I 
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and observing the time necessary for 63% of the change towards 
stable rotation to occur. The distance constant is a fun.ction of 
the angle of attack, y, of the wind vector (the angle between the 
wind vector and the propeller axis) and A.p is fairly well approxi-
mated by 
1.0 
0.5 
0 
a 
0 
-
;>-
__. 
a 
-0.5 
-1.0 
0 30 60 90 
y(deg) 
120 150 180 
Fig. 4. Steady-state angular response of the Gill-propeller. 
For O < y < 900, the wind attacks from above; for 90 < y < 1800 
the wind attacks from below. The full line is the directly 
measured angular response, the dashed line the ideal cosine 
response. The ordinate shows the angular response Q(y)/Q(O), 
where O(y) is the angular velocity of the propeller anemometer 
for an angle of attack y, and Q(O) is th~ angular velocity for 
axial flow of an equal speed. 
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As a consequence, as y approaches 90° the distance constant be-
comes infinitesimal, and the time constant Xp(y)/w becomes in-
finite. Thus, the frequency response 'of the propeller anemometer 
depends on the instantaneous vertical wind speed and y, so the 
response time will always be changing. 
Like the cup-anemometer, the angular response of the propeller 
anemometer is not ideal. Thus, the output signal is not a simple 
linear function of the vertical velocity component. The steady 
state angular response of the propeller anemometer used here was 
measured in a wind tunnel and is shown in Figure 4. The response 
deviates significantly from the ideal cosine response, it is also 
markedly different for downward directed (0 < y < 90°) and up-
ward directed (90 < y < 180°) vertical wind components. The pro-
peller stalls in a region of about ± 1° around y = 90°. Measure-
ments show that the angular response function of the propeller 
anemometer is approximately independent of the wind speed. 
The Gill anemometer output is a voltage proportional to the an-
gular velocity of the propeller. The calibration for axial flow 
reads w = 0.14 + 3.8•v where w is vertical velocity (ms-1) and 
v is the output voltage from the propeller. 
2.4. Measurements 
The turbulence measurements at 115 m height at Gladsaxe were 
carried out almost simultaneously with the release of the tracer. 
In seven of the tracer experiments, the turbulence measurements 
started before the tracer release, and in two others turbulence 
measurements began a little (3 and 11 min) after the start of 
tracer release. The turbulence measurements were stopped at the 
time when tracer release was stopped or later, Table 1. The data 
exist in the data bank as time series of one sec averages of wind 
speed, wind direction and vertical wind velocity. Table 2-10 lists 
10-min averaged values of wind speed, vertical wind velocity and 
wind direction, and the standard deviations of these. 
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Unfortunately, the 'cup.-anem.ometer' di:d not function throughout the 
last ·part of the 1·~xper'iment a:n ·June ·!'2, and during the entire 
experiment on Lrune 14. In order to calculate the vertical w:l.nd 
velocity, taking into account the angular response function of 
the cup anemom.etEfr and vertical propeller, the wind speed m~st 
be known. F~:F the exper!ment:.1 ·on dune 12, the wing speed was as-
;,, '., '··: . . 
s.umed to be 5. 3;4 m/s in f;;he pe:ir~G>ci where· the c;up~anemometer wcas 
out. of fua~tiG>n •" FG>r the .. experiment on June 14, .. the. wind speed 
was aseH1mea tQ ee 9. 9 m/e,, the va1ue is taken frqm the rneasqre"':' 
rnents by the boppler ac~ustic sounder at Gladsaxe. 
Tat;~J,,' . l. Sta~~.i:.ll.9 and st.qpping till)es for the turbulence me~~are­
rnents at Glad~axe. 
Day Start Stop 
16 May 9:02 14:,34 
18 Mc\:Y 8:00 13:29 
I 
22 M~y 9:11 12.: 10 
29 Mq.:y 8:03 '}:2:04 
30 M~.y 8:00 12:06 
4 a:.ube 8:30 12:09 
5 J~~e 8:00 12:11 
12 June 8:30 12i50 
tr:;:,. 
14 JuJ;J.e 9:00 1:4:14 
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.Trfltb:J,e ~·:,,~e,t.e,o:t:ol,.ogicql meaS,1fI:"ement,s 9£ .vii;1d sp~E!d, O.irecti;QJ;I, 
vertic.a,J;,ve:j.oc.}~:2' a.nd the s.t.ang,ard d,.ev:j,.a,tc.i.Qi;is 9f .tnes.e at 115 m 
ab®~E! ground ;f:com the .ma~t ~t Gl.ads.a~e ~~y 16, 19.~4 • 
time 
(CET) 
from to 
09:e2•09t10 
o.9: 10-09: 20 
09:20•09:30 
o~ .: 30-09: 40 
0'9·:40· .. o9:·so 
09i·~~~l0:00 1.g~~~~~·~··.:.lg 
1(3::20·"-10•:.30 
icr:30..;.1·q: 4:0 
10:4d-.10:50 
10: 50.-11 :00 
11:00-11:10 
11 :;l.O:-·t·I::;2~ 
11 : 2'01-l I.: JiO· 
11:3:0•11 :.4©. 
11 :.4a~ldt. ::.SQ 
11:50•12:00 
12:00--12:10 
12:10-12:20 
12:20-12:30 
12: 30-12 :40 
12:40-12:5.0 
12:50-13:00 
13:00-13:10 
13:10-13:20 
13:20-13:30 
13::30-13:40 
13:40-13:50 
13:50-14:00 
14:00-1.4: 10 
14:10-14:20 
14:20-14:30 
14:30.:.14:34 
09:02-14:34 
13:30-14:30 
w:i.,nd ~Peed 
mean st.dev. 
(m:/s) (m/s) 
4.at 
4 .. Q6 
4 .• 79 
4.16 
4.03 
3.76 
'4.96 
5.,.23 
3.57 
4.14 
4.29 
4.50 
4.67 
3.~o 
4.to 
3."'.B.fi .. 
3 .8'3 
3.43 
3.80 
3.49 
3.56 
3.94 
3.97 
3.98 
3.87 
4.27 
3.95 
5.24 
5.53 
5.49 
4.96 
4.62 
3.83 
4.66 
4.26 
4.94 
o.5a 
0.75 
0.69 
0.76 
o •. 65 
o •. 65 
0.84 
Q.76 
0.-:z:.9 
o.e.7 
0.05 
0~96 
0.82 
o.,8;6 
0.;$:6 
. 0 .• 6A. 
0.85 
0.79 
('h58 
o.63 
o:74 
o·.91 
o.~6 
o.15 
G.91 
0.95 
0.4 fH 
1.29 
1.16 
1. i4 
1.23 
1.18 
l:T2 
1.46 
1.05 
1.33 
. t&il11.d 9it:.egt.a.2ti 
mea.n S't:·: aev. 
( de·g) (;deg) 
l'i4:3 
. ~??. 3 
152.4 
1.58.1 
154.3 
154.8 
':lt~~·}l 
155. 2 
14.3.9 
146.3 
148.7 
142:6 
142'. l 
125.0 
1:$3.5 
.. l~;.f;!l;.,~.3 
.13q~7 
130.0 
126 •. 8 
129.6 
123.7 
123~6 
122.9 
127.1 
122.6 
119.5 
117.4 
109.6 
107.4 
106.5 
110.2 
109.9 
115.9 
110.3 
132.6 
109.9 
~;9: 
7.4 
. 5':1 
7.8 
6.2 
6.9 
·•9.6 
5.1 
6 .. 7 
7.1 
8.2 
10;.a 
6.6 
':L9 
9.o 
6.8 
10.5 
9,.·9 
7.4 
10.5 
8.7 
·9.1 
6.6 
7 •. 6 
. 9. 2 
,7. 5 
8.3 
1.1 
7.3 
8.4 
7.3 
8.2 
7.9 
12.8 
18.6 
8.4 
Ve:t:.tiQg.l velqqi,,ty 
me'an. st .·aev; 
(m/s) (mfs~ 
•0.20 
-:0.,.· Q.7 
.:0.11 
·o.·~? 
;..o..;37 
-0.~.24· 
•o.~a:·.~r. 
-o .. :b4 ~ "<S;;.':fi: 
0 •. 0·6 
0.01 
0.17 
o~ tcr 
-0.:J.6 
0 .2]:; 
0.19 
-0.10 
o.34 
0 .5,9 
-0. lr.<i>* 
0 -~~J .. 
o. ds. 
0. ~(!) 
0.06. 
-0.01 
0 .1.31:· 
-0 .;3~;· .. 
-o.4,e· 
-0~'~16···· 
-o •. 4~ 
-o ~·~o 
-0:'36 
-0.35 
-0.78 
0.38 
-0.07 
-0.42 
'O ,Ai3 
o.6Q 
0.42 
0.6.1 
0.4i 
0. 51, 
o~ftt:~ 
9·§4 
o.,so· 
o.65 
0.92 
o.as 
0.79 
0.12 
0.78 
.Q:.6i·l; 
Ch78 
0.7~ 
0.47 
l .Q.9 
0.1, 
1.10 
0.72 
0.11 
0 .. 04 
0.71 
o. 74 
0.85 
0.81 
o.eo 
0.14 
0.12 
0.11 
o.98 
0.79 
o.so 
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Table 3. Meteorological measurements of wind speed, direction, 
vertical velocity and the standard deviations of these at 115 m 
above ground from the mast at Gladsaxe May 18, 1984. 
'\ 
time wind SEeed wind direction vertical velocity 
(CET) mean st.dev. mean st.dev. mean st.dev. 
from to ( m/ s) (m/ s) (deg) (deg) (m/s) (m/ s) 
08:00-08:10 9.20 1.00 231.9 5.8 -0.13 1.00 
08:10-08:20 9.06 0.69 232.2 4.6 -0.61 0.63 
08:20-08:30 8.10 1.27 232.7 6.9 -0.17 0.87 
08:30-08:40 8.51 1.00 225.3 4.3 -0.47 0.76 
08:40-08: 50 7.43 0.86 222.1 6.4 0.16 0.78 
08:50-09:00 8.51 0.93 226.9 6 .4 -0.44 0.96 
09:00-09:10 9.00 0.87 230.6 4.8 -0.12 0.72 
09:10-09:20 8.60 0.87 227.9 5.6 -0.32 0.76 
09:20-09:30 8.11 0.84 226.0 7.2 -0.08 0.98 
09:30-09:40 8.14 1.11 222.7 7.6 -0.08 0.92 
09:40.;..09:50 8.17 1.09 221.1 5.8 -0.32 0.92 
09:50-10:00 5.82 0.91 219.7 9.0 0.23 0.97 
10:00-10:10 6.94 0.79 212.6 8.8 -0.48 0.85 
10:10-10:20 7.18 0.77 207.9 7.4 0.02 0.,77 
10:20-10:30 6.51 1.14 216.6 10.2 0.19 0 .,74 
10:30-10:40 7.29 1.16 217.4 9.5 0.29 0.86 
10:40-10:50 8.32 0.83 .224.6 6.9 -0.36 o. 77 
10:50-11:00 7.69 0.80 228.4 6.5 -0.64 0.89 
11:00-11:10 7.59 1.10 225.4 7.7 -0.30 0.92 
11:10-11:20 7.87 1.05 225.0 6.2 -0.39 0.93 
11:20-11:30 7.61 1.05 217.9 8.1 -0.16 1.00 
11:30-11:40 7.90 1.06 220.7 6.0 -0.41 1.05 
11:40-11:50 7.03 1.18 224.1 9.9 -0.16 1.19 
11:50-12:00 6.68 1.01 215.7 9.4 -0.07 1.21 
12r00-12:10 6.39 1.39 222.0 8.1 -0.30 1.20 
12:10-12:20 6.84 1.31 223.4 11.0 -0.55 1.27 
12:20-12:30 7.23 0.75 218.9 5.6 -0.78 0.78 
12:30-12:40 7.16 1.07 217.6 11.2 -0.41 0.94 
12:40-12:50 6.50 0.96 225.2 10.4 -0.23 1.00 
12:50-13:00 7.07 1.57 223.7 11.2 -0.04 1.32 
13:00-13:10 6.31 1.36 222.4 14.5 -0.24 1.04 
13:10-13:20 5.88 0.99 225.9 16.9 0.19 1.00 
13:20-13:29 6.99 1.06 211.1 7.5 -0.20 1.11 
08:00-13:29 7.50 1. 37 222.6 10.3 -0.22 0.99 
12:20-13:20 6.69 1. 25 222.3 12.5 -0.25 1.07 
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Table 4. Meteorological measurements of wind speed, direction, 
vertical velocity and the standard deviations of these at 115 rn 
above ground from the mast at Gladsaxe May 22, 1984. 
time wind SEeed wind direction vertical velocity 
(CET) mean st.dev. mean st.dev. mean st.dev. 
from to (m/s) (m/s) (deg) (deg) (m/s) (m/s) 
09:11-09:20 10.36 1.86 91.6 7.1 0.57 1.09 
09:20-09:30 10.65 1. 78 95.8 6.3 0.31 0.98 
09:30-09:40 11.25 1.45 92.4 5.8 0.23 1.04 
09:40-09:50 10.19 1.27 87.7 7.2 0.25 1.05 
09:50-10:00 11.07 1.36 85.7 6.9 0 .14 1.02 
10:00-10:10 12.03 1.93 82. 7. 6.9 0.25 1.12 
10:10-10:20 11.43 1.69 85.8 6.4 0.41 1.12 
10:20-10:30 11.40 1.80 85.1 8.1 o.56 1. 20 
10:30-10:40 12.15 1.63 86.0 7.7 0.34 1. 23 
10:40-10:50 12.37 2.17 90.9 7.1 0.52 1.40 
10:50-11:00 13.75 1.89 90.0 6.4 0.41 1.16 
11:00-11:10 13.21 1.44 91. 7 6.9 0.23 1. 26 
11:10-11:20 12.26 1.93 91.8 6.7 0.31 1.32 
11:20-11:30 12.50 1. 75 .90 .1 5.8 0.20 1. 06 
11:40-11:50 10.19 2.14 91.1 8.2 0.40 1. 36 
11:50-12:00 10.93 1.99 92.5 8.4 0.30 1. 35 
12:00-12:10 12.98 1.89 91.2 7.1 0.45 1. 32 
12:10-12:10 14.79 1. 72 89.4 6.2 -o. 26 0.96 
09:11-12:10 11.68 2.06 89.6 7.8 0.34 1.19 
11:00-12:00 11. 70 2.10 91.3 7.3 0.28 1. 24 
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Table 5. Meteorological measurements of wind speed,_ direction, 
vertical velocity and the standard deviations of these at 115 m 
above ground from the mast at Gladsaxe May 29, 1984. 
time wind s;e~ed wind direction vertical vel9.(':!ity 
(CET) mean st.dev. mean st.dev. mean st.dev. 
frc:mt to (m/s) (m/ ~) (deg) (deg) (m/s) ( m/ s) 
08:03-08:10 9.27 0.83 60.4 3.8 0.29 0.57 
08:10-08:20 8.76 1.13 66.8 4.9 0.31 0.65 
08:20-08:30 8.36 0.99 75.3 5.6 0.32 0.72 
08:30-08£40 7.76 1.04 76.6 6.5 0.24 0.73 
08:40-08:50 7. 73 0.88 77.8 6.9 0 .14 0.78 
08: 50-09: 00 8.21 1.20 78.0 5.7 0.11 0.68 
09:00-09:10 7.59 1.43 79.1 7.2 0.21 0.87 
09:10-09:20 6.87 0.93 86.9 7.6 0.04 0.92 
09:20-09:30 6.45 0.86 84.3 8.6 0.46 0.99 
09:30.:...09:40 5.54 1.00 81.9 11.4 0.94 1.00 
09:40,-09:50 7.41 1.26 81.9 7.3 0.49 o.~o 
09:50-10:00 6.95 1.13 83.3 8.3 0.43 1.04 
10:00-10:10 7.87 1.17 83.4 7.6 0.26 0.90 
10:10-10:20 7.83 1.12 84.4 8.1 0.19 1.04 
10:20-10:30 6.43 1.25 84.2 10.5 0.77 1.07 
10:30-10:40 8.18 1.16 85.2 6.6 0.08 0.75 
10:40-10:50 8.11 1.05 85.7 7 .o -0.13 0.83 
10:50-11:00 8.12 1.41 90.4 7.4 0.31 1.07 
11:00-11:10 6.75 1. 22 89.2 10.0 0.94 o .. 99 
11:10-11:20 6.68 1.33 91.1 9.3 0.56 1.09 
11:20-11:30 8.19 1.10 93.0 7,9 -0.04 1.08 
11:30-11:40 8.80 1.17 98.0 7.3 -0.02 0.95 
11:40-11:50 8.16 2.00 97.1 9.9 0.22 1.09 
11:50-12:00 9.09 1.53 96.3 6.8 0.07 1.11 
12:00-12:04 9.60 1.46 96.1 6.9 -0.40 1.11 
08:03-12:04 7.73 1.52 84.3 11. 5 0.29 0.98 
11:00-12:00 7.94 1. 70 94.1 9.2 0.29 1.11 
-------
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Tf!\};:ll~ ·6. MetieQ~olo.gical measurements of wind speed, direction, 
vertiVcal velocity and the standard dev.iations of these at 115 m 
above ground front the mast at G1adsaxe May 30 .,. 11984. 
:t:J;.ntei· 
:c dfilT> 
from ·to 
08:00-08:10 
Of#:~b~~8:20 
OS : 2()\;-08 : 30 
0.8: 3~0--08 :40 
08 : fo'.-,@1$ : SiO 
era : S'o~'.09:.00 
09:'tl·~7f:il·~h 10 
09 : i::(J~C5~1 t20 
09 :2b·0·9:30 
09 : j(}...,.;o;9 : 4Q 
09:.f~i..09:50 
091i SO•·tr'O:OO 
10: O'fii~IO :.10 
10:..]~l:..10:20 
io: zo·-.:Jlo:·3o 
lo: :JtJ;...ta: 40 
·10:401..fQ.:.50 
lO:S10•ll :oo 
.l l ; O;O.,.li : 1J:> 
11: io· .... 1~1;2.0 
l l : 2J:)• ll·; 3() 
11:30-11:40 
ll:40•lli50 
ll :!10-12 :00 
12:00 ... 12:06 
08:00-12:06 
.. ~~rid sp~g:t:1; 
mea;n eft • Ql!'ev. 
C mLE! L JmA§; ) 
7.61 
7·.40 
•6.85 
1.63 
7i.f5 
17'.0·6 
1 .... 71 
6.77 
1.21 
6.H) 
·s.·64 
5°0.718 
·5: .. 'J.'I/ 
4'..26 
3.as 
3\.67 
4.CJ7 
3.04 
3 •. eo 
3. 2'8 
3. Jf3 
3.04 
J.18 
4.26 
a.as 
5.27 
1. 13 
1. 3'0 
1 •. 18· 
1.50 
l. 19 
I.OS. 
o.ar! 
1.14 
1.20. 
1.55 
1. 3,0 
o .. sa 
0.9:i 
1. 3~1 ' 
0.94 
0. 9'i7 
0.99· 
o .S:o 
o.aa 
0.47 
o.53 
o.6.3 
0.86 
o.a2 
0.48 
2.04 
ll: Ott-1.2.: 00 . 3.:41 . O. 77 · 
W'i;nci ddc.rec;l;:::i,1~n 
m~an: st. d.ev .•. 
(deg) ( d~g.) 
10~.:9 
108.:5 
110.';2 
10~ .... ·'6 
942/~ 
88~ •. 5 
,9.+9 
89.4. 
95 .,.g 
101•0 
106 ,.:9 
106.;2. 
1os.:0 
109/6 
114·8 
114.S 
112.3 
125 .19 
136.0 
130·.6 
129 •. 2 
140.9 
147.7 
15.5 .9 
153 .i2 
114.8 
140.0 
s.2 
5.6 
6 ,;4. 
4,,/'C/; 
5J9 
7 .• 7 
6~;.g 
0.:0 
6.2 
8.5 
5.8 
4.3 
4,,3 
a.a 
4 .·:1:.. 
6.5 
6.0 
9.0 
6.8 
5.8 
6.l 
a. 1· 
11.2 
6.8 
9.9 
20.3 
12.3 
v:E!rt.ical vel;~~;f.:f:.y 
mea.tJ: s·t • .deV • 
(1m/·s;) (m/E!} 
-0 .• 31 
-0 •. 27 
-0.22 
-0 .• 21 
o.~~s 
.o;~ J.t9 
<fl .(:'):;it 
'', '"~''' "', 
OJ . 46 
-0.01 
'0.04 
... o; •. 02 
•0.:.015 
-o.3;8 
o.2:4 
-o .. 67 
-0.32 
-0.41 
•0.08 
o .Qis 
-o.os 
0 .Ji)S 
o.1s 
0.1.1 
-o.cn 
0.68 
-0.04 
o.os 
0y816 
o .• a1 
o•.8'4 
0~·86 
o.1·a 
i.0•:75 
a .• ~;~· 
l ···00 
0•.82 
o;~;ss 
o:.·a1~ 
0; .(ie;) i 
0.4S 
10 .75 
0.34 
01.64 
o.sa 
01.,SCl 
0.6S 
0.39 
·O .47; 
0.54 
o.so 
o.5.61 
0.42 
o.74 
o.s4 
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Table 7. Meteorological measurements of wind speed, direction, 
vertical velocity and the standard deviations of these at 115 m 
above ground from the mast at Gladsaxe June 4, 1984. 
time wind s;eeed wind direction vertical velocitx 
(CET) mean st.deV. me ah st.dev. mean st.dev. 
from to (m/s) (m/s) (deg) (deg) (m/s) (m/$) 
08: 30-'-08: 40 10.29 1.51 89.4 7.0 0.14 1.05 
08:40-08:50 9.87 1~20 89.8 7.0 0.25 0.91 
08:50-09:00 9.29 1. 58 88.3 7.7 0.30 1.00 
09:00....:09:10 9.93 1.35 89.2 6.6 0.33 1.06 
09:10--09:20 9.87 1.35 87.5 6.3 0.30 0.98 
09: 20-09: 30 9.84 1.37 87.7 7.3 0.33 1.02 
09:30-09:40 10 .14 1.58 88.6 6.8 0.45 1.13 
09:40-09:50 11.15 1.36 85.8 6.1 0.26 0.98 
09:50-10:00 10.17 1.68 86.9 6.1 0.45 1.14 
10:00-10:10 10.49 1.28 87.4 7.1 0.45 1.11 
10:10-10:20 10.92 1.60 86.9 6.1 0.36 1.12 
10:20-10:30 10.72 1.35 85.2 7.1 0.30 1.15 
10:30-10:40 10.94 1.67 87.2 7.3 0.23 1.04 
10:40-10:50 10.17 1.49 85.3 7.3 0.71 1.10 
10:50-11:00 11.05 l.64 86.2 7.0 0.16 1. 22 
11:00-11:10 12.18 1.32 84.2 5.6 0.21 1.10 
11:10-11:20 12.11 1.54 85.6 5.7 0.29 1.10 
11:20-11:30 12.19 1.33 85.4 6.7 0.47 1.11 
11:30-11:40 11.72 1.44 87.8 6.5 0.47 1.06 
11:40-11:50 12.18 1.41 88.3 5.4 0.23 0.91 
11:50-12:00 11.63 1.49 90.6 5.8 -0.03 0.97 
12:00-12:09 10.41 1.56 89.3 8.2 0.57 1. 23 
08=30-12:09 10.78 1. 70 87.4 6.9 0.33 1.08 
11:00-12:00 12.00 1.44 87.0 6.3 0.21 1.06 
'i'91/pl~ 8. Meteorological meq.surements of wi.nd speed, directiop, 
vertical velocity. and the standa;rd deviations o~ the.se at 115, m 
above ground from tl\e mi:ist at Gladsaxe June 5 I 1984.• . 
.. ti:me. 
tcklr> 
from. to 
os: oo .... oa: io 
0~:10· .... (lB: 20 
oai:~r~r:.Q.B: 30 
08 :30'r.OB: 40 
08;: 40-08 : 50 o~:;l5~ ... o9:oo 
091: 0Q..:q9: io 09'::. ~;~.-09: 20 
09: 20·-09: 30 
09:30-Q9:40 
09.: 40-09: 50 0n,•·5l• ·~...:'.,,/'\•·l\il!l'\i. \::.I~, •. ~ ·~{> L.-:w. ""'~ .. ,u·" 
l Q.:1 @k®ir" j(i)i :· 10 
ltQ;~l~ .... 1@·:·:2'0 
101: lj!il'"-10: 30 
10: 3·0·-10: 40 
'' ''" 10:4,0-10:50 
10: 50-11: 00 
ll:OQ-11:10 
11:10-11:20 
11:20-11:30 
11: 3·0-11 :40 
11:40-11:50 
11:50-12:00 
12:00-12:10 
12: 10-12: 11 
08:00-12:11 
11:00-12:00 
· win.a spe.ed · 
:mea:n st.dev"' 
(m/s) (.m/s) 
9.80 
9.91 
8.28 
8.78 
.8,. 79 
9.85 
9.QS 
8.25 
8.61 
9.81 
10.94 
.··lo .... o·Q 
lQ; •.. 3·5 
9'.4.Q 
9\•23 
9 .• 66 
··10 .14 
10.23 
10.28 
10.72 
10.87 
10.75 
10.95 
11.78 
10.74 
11.24 
9.90 
10.89 
1.33 
1.08 
1.09 
1.21 
l.J,5 
1.36 
1 •. 39 
1.82 
1.6~ 
1.40 
1. 2J> 
l. 2.5 
1.28 
1-518 
1 • .50 
i.-6:2 
1.68 
1.6.2 
1.59 
1.13 
:i. 29 
1.60 
1.54 
1.27 
1.66 
1.25 
1.69 
1.48 
76.7 
79.7 
80.7 
76.5 
75.4 
73.2 
71.2 
73.1 
74.9 
79.8 
78.5 
Sl.,3 
812 •• 0 
83 ... 9 
•84.3 
87 ~2 
87.3 
88.2 
84.7 
85.5 
88.2 
88.7 
89.3 
90.4 
92.7 
90.9 
82.2 
87.8 
6 .• 3 
4.9 
7.5 
7.4 
6.1 
6.9 
1 •• 3 
(). 8 
8 .• 3 
7.1 
5.2 
5 .3: 
1-4 
9. s: 
1.6 
8.6 
'~. 3 
7.3 
6.6 
7 .• 2 
6.3 
6.9 
6.8 
5.3 
9.7 
1.2 
9.4 
6.9 
"!.e:~!J:ical VEtloci ty 
ftfean S.t. dev • 
C.mls) (tn/sJ 
0.44 
o.~l 
0.41 
Q./Z7 
0 .. 28 
o~.;25 
ij. 3i3 
o·.;7,2 
o· .~~01 
0.4;3 
0~33 
0.28 
.. o~.~cq12 
o .. ~9' 
0.47 
0.'65 
0.46 
0.32 
0.24 
o.d1 
0.09 
o.17 
0.26 
0.13 
0.53 
0.26 
0.35 
0.16 
0.88 
o.73 
o.~o 
0.'81 
o.a7 
.J .Q.~ 
1.02 
0.99 
LIB 
l. l.O. 
0.95 
;i.. 0.2. 
1.or: 
1.2;~ 
1 ;·t!t• 
1.42 
1.35 
1.12 
1.to 
1.04 
0~89 
1.08 
LZS 
i.oi 
1.09 
1.05 
1.08 
1.08 
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Tq.ble 9. Meteorolpgical measurements of wind speed, direction, 
vertical velocity and the standard deviations of these at 115 m 
above ground from the mast at Gladsaxe June 12, 1984. 
time wind SEeed wind directiG>n vertical velocitx 
(CET) mean st.dev. mean st.dev. mean st.dev. 
from to (m/s) (tn/s) (deg) taeg:>··· · (m/s) (m/s) 
08:30-08:40 5.25 o.s3 256.3 7.6 -0.48 o.79 
08:40-08:50 5.76 0.67 243.5 5.6 -0.49 0.73 
08:50-09:00 5.07 1.02 239.8 12.2 -0.32 1.06 
09:00-09:10 5.17 0.87 245.6 10.4 0.16 0.98 
09:10-09:20 6.02 0.52 256.5 5.8 -0.83 0.78 
09:20-09:30 6.23 0.67 259.0 6.4 -0 .. 42 0 .73 
09:30-09:40 4.72 1.28 248.6 9.7 0.08 1.18 
09:40-09:50 4.42 0.88 249.7 17.7 0.31 1.06 
09:50-10:00 5.34 1.48 259.3 6.8 -0.61 1.03 
10:00-10:10 255.4 15.9 0.10 1.18 
10:10-10:20 245.7 11.3 -0.21 1.20 
10:20-10:30 246.6 14.6 0.13 o.89 
10: 30-10: 40 266.8 6.6 -0.22 o.77 
10:40-10:50 250.6 11. 7 0.14 0. g·6 
10:50-11:00 . 249 .1 18.0 0.24 1.18 
11:00-11:10 282.7 11.0 0 .19 1.01 
11:10-11:20 269.5 12.4 0.06 1.19 
11:20-11:30 266.2 17.5 0.85 0.95 
11:30-11:40 271.0 7.. 8 0.23 1.11 
11:40-11:50 264.3 11.8 0.16 1.15 
11:5.0-12:00 278.6 9.0 -0.16 1.15 
12:00-12:10 262 .1 16.0 0.20 '1. 05 
12:10-12:20 270 .8 8.6 -0.10 0.97 
12:20-12:30 268.5 13.3 -0.28 1.12 
12:30-12:40 260.8 12.9 -0.10 1. 29 
12:40-12:50 256.4 13.9 -0.64 1.48 
12:50-12:50 249.9 6.0 -0.56 0.98 
08:30-12:50 258.6 16.1 -0.08 1.11 
11:45-12:45 267.7 13.6 -0.02 1.14 
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Ta.bl~ 10 ~ Mete;G>'l'io{Ji.diJ!Jiea:lv; rrteasuremen;ts of. wind spe·E!d., directi.Ol'lT, .. · 
·~'CflT'''~·, ,' ·' • , ' , , ,,, , 
v·ert:i'cal veloaity a.nd·the standard dev.iatroris.• of. these at 1:15· m 
above ground from -the mast .at; <1Iadsa:xe J~ume .14, 1.984. 
t.itrle 
'( CE'l') 
;f ro:qi to 
09. : (J'Q;.; ; 
09: 
0.9t 
otb 
ot:i 
09: 
l<lf: 
10: 
1•i!!it'.i· 
..kW"•"' 
lOi. 
l{a); 
I 
11· . 1-fi·lJ:J 
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Measurements of wind speed and direction, temperature. and tern-· 
perature diffe:t"ence weI"e carried out at AvedgSre,. Margretheholrn, 
Salth©lm and Sjcelsmark. Humidity and pressure ·were measured at 
Avehlfre, Salth0lm at.nei s j~lsmark. The tns1truiltehta:l set-up differs 
from mast to mast~ however, the same types of· instrtiments·wefle 
.empl.oyEui at a.li &f tla,e ma$t.s. The meaen.i~em~l!f~s were ·tiaiken eve:r;y 
5 nti,n, exoept. f:or the mast:s at Ris'gS, whefle :t:n:e :iji~aisurements were· 
ta];ten every 10 min. wind dir~ction, temp~ria;tur:e~ tem:Perature dif"" 
fer•no~, humidi'fy ana: pree;su.re are in.slitan'tianeotis va':lu,es' at the 
tirift\ Gif scannin4. The wind; ·speed was avet~ag~e<il ovei: the fi"ite"" •. or 
ten-mfnute sarnf,fini~ p~riod. 
3 .1.1. Instrµme~>;ts 
Wind speed was Ifieastired with a cup-anemometer il!ientical to t]le 
Risf'S mod$1 10: t.}>'pti'Glescribed in ehapter 21 except tbat it outputs 
tw(i) ~iectricptilsei,tser r8tafion bf the cups. The pulses are 
counted a,nd the numbers ate converte!.d to wind speed. All of the 
cup-anemometers are ·calibrated individually. 
Wind direction was me~;ured ~Y a wind vane ('j\G:n<i!eraa Instrument.a, 
wind dfrectioh sE!insbr ·z150'}. It consists of a light wind··1:vane 
turning on a vert.i .. cal pivot. The vane is coupJ.ed magnetically to 
an accorn~anylng de"l.c~ l'ii~ia~ the housing. The. accompanying device 
is clarni?ed when the direction is read. In 6rde.t" to'damF> the vane 
movements tne space beftwe~n the pl. vet ahd the su·rtdundililg·. ·shaft. 
is filled with silicone oil. The oil da.roplng permits the vane to 
line up a.t even veI"y light wind, but effectively damps the in-
fluence of rapid fluctuations in the wind direction. 
T}l:e temperature and tempelf:ature diff~irences were measured by 
piat.inurn-resistanC.e therlrtorneters fitted inside a ·radiation screen 
(~~n~era'.a .. I.nstrurnent.s, air tempefatttre sensor 1289 and radiation 
•c~l\1!~11 461fr'. · fltr~ :ra(~iat::.:r.~dm se·ree:n; b>'eing ventilated solely by 
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the wind, protects the temperature probe effectively from the in-
coming and outgoing radiation. Measurements of temperatures, in 
which the probes were shielded by various types of screens, have 
been carried out at Ris~. The screen used here turned out to be 
equally good as the ventilated screens at moderate arid high wind 
speeds (say more than 1-2 ms- 1 ). 
A Stevenson screen. was placed at some of the masts. Inside the 
screen measurements of temperature, humidity and pressure were 
carried out. The temperature sensors were of the type described 
above. Pressure wa.s measured by a sens.i tive anero.id barometer 
(Yellow Spring Instruments, Sostman model 2014 barometric press-
ure transducer). The long-term accuracy of the instrument is 
±0. 4 mb. In order to improv.e the short-term accuracy of the 
mea.surements, allowing for the determination of the pressure gra-
dient in the area, all instruments measuring pressure at fixed 
positions as a part of this experiment, were intercompared (see 
chapter 5 for details). 
Humidity was measured by a. hair.hygrometer (Lambrecht, Pr No. 
600). Each humidity sensor was calibrated, using an Assmann 
psychrometer as reference. This was done by measuring the humidity 
each time the mast was serviced. After a numb.er of maintenance 
visits the relevant humidity ran9e was covered, enabling us to 
construct the regression line between air humidity measured by a 
hair hygrometer andAssmann psychrometer. Thus, each hair hygro-
meter was individually calibrated at the measuring position. 
The registration was carried out by a datalogger (Aanderaa DL-1); 
it contains a mechanical scanner that reads .the contents of the 
cha.nne.ls every five min. Each reading of all the channels takes 
less than one min. The results are stored on magnetic tape. 
J.1.2. Aved~re 
The meteorological mast at AvedsiSre is situated on a 4-m high em-
bankment looking dir.ectly to the sea. The embankment rune 90 .... 2100. 
The measurements at t:J:le lowest part of the mast are likely to be 
in£luenced by the embankmen:t, but the upper meaeur.ements will be 
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•liide. t:ae~"I'nf'I\lencea aoni. The influence will vary as function 
of the wind «i:i:::ection, beinci smallest at northerly and largest at 
southerly winds. Figure $ Shc;;>ws the mast. Instrumentation and 
position are given in Table 11. 
Measurements at the mast were carried out continuously in the 
period May 15 to June 11 at 00:55. Data from the remaining part 
of the measuring period lack due to technical problems with the 
datalogging system. 
Table 11. Instrumentation and position of the mast at Aved!1)re. 
sensor hei~ht above mast base (m) 
winc:i 
f peed 
3.53 
4.97 
7.97 
11.95 
14.E)6 
19.49 
24.32 
31.58 
wind di-
rect;J.ori 
7.97 
31. 58 
Position UTM-33 
tempera-
tµ:t~ 
2.04 
30.88 
E 339580 m 
temperature 
difference 
7.57- 2.04 
14.26- 7.57 
19.09-14.26 
30.88-19.09 
N 6165180 m 
Base of mast is 4 m above mean sea level. 
* Stevenson screen. 
pressure 
l* 
humidity 
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Fig. 5. Sketch and geographical orientation of the Aved\6re maAt. 
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The. meteorq:,l~qy llllas,t at Salth,o..Lw .op.ef.:t.ted by Ri.ssis is situated at 
the easte~n part of S1al tholm about 10 m froi:p: the coast line. The 
posi tLf;)I;l .. 1,wa&? ~h0sen SU@'h i;;ha.t tp.e rneesurements ref~ect the ove,f~ 
water cien<iition 0ver. izjresi.u1d .at e.a~t.~:rJ.y :winds. 
\" ' ' '~ ' 
r I 
N /1 I ~ : ) 
~ I 
~l ) 
I) I 
I 
5m. I l I ~ ~) J r 
Sattn61m. /r I 
Fig. 6. Surroundings and geographical orientation of the Saltholm 
mast .• 
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The surrounding area consists of grassland. The grass around the 
mast was kept short in the experimental period. In order to keep 
an abundance of cattle - which are at pasture on Saltholm during 
th~st.lmmer - away from the mast, a fence l~ m in height was put 
around it, see Fig. 6. Figure 7 shows the mast. Instrumentation 
and position of the mast are given in Table 12. 
The measurements were carried out continuously throughout the 
entire experimental period. 
Saltholm. 
Fig. 7. Sketch of the Saltholm mast. 
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Table 12. In!;trumentation and position of the mast at Saltholm. 
Sensor height above mast base (m) 
wind 
~p~ed 
wind di- tempera- temperature pressure humidity 
rection tu re difference 
3.0 
10.0 
Position 
3.0 
10.0 
UTM-33 
2.0 
9.0 
E 360330 m 
9.0 - 2.0 
N 6170560 m 
Base of mast is 1 m above mean sea level. 
* Stevenson screen. 
3 .1. 4. Sj~lsmark 
2* 2* 
The meteorology mast at·sjaelsmark was situated in a military 
training area on a flat plateau on top of a small hill in a 
generally undulating terrain. The area is covered with grass, 
but with large parts lacking vegetation due to excessive terrain 
driving of military equipment. The mast is situated 8 km west 
of the ~resund coast. Figure 8 shows a sketch of the mast. In-
strumentation and position are given in Table 13. 
Measurements were carried out continuously throughout the exper-
imental period. 
Table 13. Instrumentation and position of the mast at Sjaelsmark. 
Sensor height above mast base (m} 
wind wind di- tempera- temperature pressure humidity 
speed rection ture difference 
3.0 3.0 10.0-3.0 2* 2* 
10.0 10.0 10.0 
Position UTM-33 E 338670 m N 6195650 m 
Base of mast is 30 m above mean sea level 
*Stevenson screen. 
/ 
/' 
/ 
/ 
/ 
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Sjmlsmark. 
10m 
I t 3m 
2m 
Fig. 8. Sketch and geographic~l orientation of the Sj~lsmark mast. 
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3.1.5. Margretheholm 
The meteorological mast at Margretheholm is situated in a mixed 
industrial and office area. One or two storage buildings lie to 
the west, south and east about 50 m from the mast. To the north 
the fetch is unobstructed for about 500 rtt, looking over a harbour 
mainly used for small sailing boats. Figure 9 shows the mast; its 
instrumentation and position are given in Table 14. The mast was 
in continuous operation throughout the experimental period. 
Table 14. Instrumentation and position of the mast at Margrethe-
holm. 
Sensor height above mast base {m) 
wind wind di- temperature temperature 
speed +ection difference 
2.0 38.8 
-
2.0 
38.9 38.9 38.8 
Position UTM-33 E 350020 m N 6173980 m 
Base of mast is 3 m above mean sea level. 
N 
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e 
N 
,. ~ V" 
Margretheholm 
Fig. 9. Sketch and geographical orientation of the Margretheholm 
mast. 
The 117-m mast is situated at the ~issiS Peninsulat Fig. 10. At the 
western tip of the peninsula the coast forms a rather steep slope 
which rises to about 10 m above nu:~~n sea level. The western half 
of the peninsula is gently rolling land with the meteorolo.gical 
tower erected on a 6-m hill. East of the mast is a meadow, bordered 
to the south by a road with 10-m high trees along the road. 
The measurements that were carr.ied out at the Risiz$ mast (Fig. 11), 
differ s.emewhat frsm the measu:remel'lts at the small masts. The 
!ii· 10. Surroundings and ' 
at RissiS: A) indicates the 
:position of the 33-m mast. 
location of the 
position of the 
I I 
1' tf 
: I / 
,,,. / 
/11/ 
I I I I 
I I t \ l 1 I J 
I ( / r ( 
115\ ljB 
I \ \ 
l ' ..... ..... 
,-.. \_ ....... ..... 
meteorological masts 
117-m mast, and B) the 
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Fig. 11. Sketch of the 117-ro meteorological roast at Ris~. 
reas,on. i~ that som.e Q.f. the facilitie:s lac~ing at tl'le small masts 
are available at the Risfll mast, the most important being access 
to elect.rical power. Table 15 gives the measuring levels of the 
in~trumentation. Wind speed is. mep,sured with RisfZS model 70 
Tabl..e :I.~:· Instrumentation an.d posi tiqn of the Risfll mast. 
wind 
Si?i.E!ed 
11.0. 
.21,.(l 
4~.o 
1,,6. 0 
117 .. 0 
Sens.or height above mast base (m) 
wind. di- Wind direc- temperature 
J' 
:i:;.ecti,on. 
11.0 
43.Q 
7.6.0 
117.0 
tioq va:ri,q.llce 
11.0 
43.0 
76.0 
2.0 
11.0 
27.0 
76.0 
117.'0::: 
Stevenson sc.reen 2 m above ground= temperatur~,'?~n:d. 
pr~ssure. 
Precipitation: pluviograph with weekly chart 
Radiation measurements: net radiation, g~obal radia-
·tion and direct-beam short-wave radiat;i.on. 
Pos'ition of mast: UTM-33 E 317070 m N 6176090 m 
Base of mast is . 6 .... m c:tbove mean sea level 
cup-anemometers. The wind direction is mea,sured with light-weight 
wind vanes similar to the one used. at the Gladsaxe mast. From the 
win<ft vane. sign~ls the later.al stc:tndard deviation. of. the wind di-
rection fluctuaticms ar~ computed. ~:emperature and terhperature 
dif fe.rence are measured by quartz th.e'ri:nqrttet~rs shielded in ven-
tilat'ed screens. These instrume?)t.s are mounted 1-4 m from the 
lattice of the tow:f!'r on boqms directed to the southwest. All 
m•a~t:tl"ements are av~J:ag,ed over io· min. A ~'l:-e'venson $creen is 
1oca-te~ close to 'l1be tower, in this measurements of.temperature, 
wet-bulb tempeta.t~r~. ~rid. press:iu:e are car:r.i~d 6ut. All' measure-
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ments from the mast are recorded consecutively as 10-min aver-
ages. However, the measurements at Ris~ are displaced 5 min rela-
tive to what was agreed upon for the ~resund-experiment. This time 
shift could not be changed because the mast acts as a climatologi-
cal station and consequently must retain its characteristics. 
Direct-beam short-wave radiation was measured using a Eppley pyr-
heliometer (mod. NIP) and the global radiation using an Eppley 
pyranometer (mod. PSP). Both instruments are temperature compen-
sated. They were mounted on the roof of a 15-m high building, 
200 m southwest of the Ris~ mast with an almost unobscured hori-
zon. As judged from the night-time values of shortwave radiation, 
the pyrheliometer and pyranometer have a bias of -0.7 wm-2 and 
+6.7 wm- 2 , respectively. The net radiation was determined with a 
Middleton (CSIRO) net pyrradiometer (mod. CN2), l m above long 
grass vegetation. The characteristics of the three instruments 
are summarized in Table 16. 
Table 16. Characteristics of radiation measurements 
resolution 
wm- 2 
pyrheliorneter 2.3 
pyranometer 2.1 
net pyrrad1ometer 1.4 
accuracy* 
% 
I 
response time* 
sec. 
1 
90 
*according to manufacturer's specifications. 
The radiation instruments have been compared earlier with refer-
ence instruments as a general check on their performance. The 
measurements at Ris~ were carried out without interruption 
throughout the experiment.al period. 
The terrain within 1 km of the 117-m mast is rather inhomogeneous 
due to the varying patterns of land and water surfaces, and the 
Rissz> peninsula itself comprises a complex mixture of buildings 
and trees. Consequently, the lower measurement levels of the mast 
are strongly influenced by these inhomogeneities. Therefore, we 
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have included the measurements of another ritast at Ris~, situated 
in a less obstructed landscape. The small·meteorological mast 
(33 m) is situated 1100 m SSE of the Ris~ mast, and is the refer-
ence mast of the Test Station for Windmills. The distance to the 
water is 200 m in a westerly direction, and the elevation of the 
mast is 8.5 m above sea level. The ground surface around the mast 
consists of corn fields. The exposure is generally good, though 
for northerly and southerly winds the mast will be in the wake of 
the windmills, and from N to NE there are some one-storeyed build-
ings at a distance of about 200 m. 
The instrumentation and data acquisition system is similar to that 
of the small masts described in paragraph 3.1.1, whereas the scan-
ning times are synchronous with the Ris~ mast. The averaging time 
is thus 10 min. 
The mast was in continuous operation throughout the e~perimental 
period. Fig. 12 shows a sketch of the mast, and the instrumenta-
tion and position are given in Table 17. 
Table 17. Instrumentation and position of the small 
mast at RisszS. 
wind 
speed 
3.0 
10.0 
20.0 
33.0 
Position 
Sensor height above mast base (m) 
wind 
direction 
3.0 
10.0 
33.0 
UTM-33 
temperature 
2.0 
32 .o 
E 317620 m 
temperature 
difference 
9.0 - 2.0 
32.0 - 9.0 
N 6175140 m 
Base of mast is 8.5 m above mean sea level. 
Fig. 12. Sketch of the 33-m mast at Risfl.I. 
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4. PROFILE MEASUREMENTS BY MINI RADIOSO~DES 
During tracer releases so-called mini-sondes were launched from 
a fishing boat at various positions in ~resund. The mini.;.sond:es 
used were of two types, one system (AIRSONDE} belongs to Ris~ 
National Laboratory, and the other one of type A. Sprenger is 
owned by the Swedish Defence Weather Service. Both systems were 
operated by Kjell Ericson from the Swedish Meteorological and 
Hydrological Institute. 
4 .1. The AIRSOWDE system 
. . 
This mini-sonde system consists of a sensor package {mini-soride) 
transmitting data to a g.round station every six sec. The system 
used here is the AIRso!iloETM Mod.el AS-lA which is manufactured 
by Atmospheric Instrumentation Research Incorporated, Boulder, 
USA. The sensors and electronics in the mini-sonde are contained 
in a. styrofoam pack~ge that has the form of a helicord propeller, 
Fig. 13. The total mass of a mini-sonde fs 130 g. As the mini--
sonde rises, its spinning aspirates two bead thermistors mounted 
in radiation shields at the tips of the propeller. One of these 
ELECTRONlC 
MODULE 
WETBUl..B 
THERMISTOR 
D~Y~U~.B 
THERMISTOR 
ANTENNA 
Fig. l:L Schemat.lc showing of an AIRSONDE. 
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is covered with a wick wetted by water that is contained in a 
small reservoir, and the two form a psychrometer. The bead ther-
mistors are epoxy-coated and each of them is mounted in its own 
radiation shield. The shield, a tube of molded styrofoam, has 
a small thermal capacity and is a good thermal insulator. The 
dry bulb thermistor has a time constant of 10 seconds in still 
air and 3-5 seconds with the rotational aspiration that occurs 
at nominal ascent rates (2-4 m/sec). The wet bulb response time 
is believed to be about three times that of the dry bulb. 
Pressure is sensed by a variable capacitance aneroid cell. It 
consists of a square ceramic substrate with the aneroid capsule 
bonded symmetrically to both sides. The ceramic substrate has 
a metalized area that forms one plate while the capsule forms 
the other plate of the sensing capacitor. Each aneroid cell is 
calibrated individually by the manufacturer. The calibration 
yields a curve of pressure versus capacitance that can be .fitted 
adequately by a second-order polynominal. The calibration coeffi-
cients are supplied with each mini-sonde. These are read into a 
computer at the ground station prior to launching of the mini-
sonde. This technique gives pressure readings with a characteri-
stic absolute accuracy of ± 3 mb from 1000 to 300 mb, without 
performing baseline corrections. The system specifications are 
given in Table 18. 
The mini-sonde was flown with a 30-g Helium filled balloon. The 
"weight-off mass" was about 170 g which gave the mini-sonde an 
ascent velocity of about 2 m/s. The "weight-off mass" is the 
total mass, including the inflation device, that is suspended on 
the balloon during inflation. Helium was added until the balloon 
and filling device were neutrally buoyant. 
The ground station acts as a receiver for the 403.500 MHz radi~ 
signal from the mini-sonde. It basically consists of a UHF-
receiver and a microprocessor. Prior to launching of the mini-
sonde, seven calibration coefficients are read into the micro-
processor. In the ground station the incoming analogue telemetry 
signal is converted into a digital signal which is calibrated 
by the microprocessor. Several possibilities exist to store the 
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digital data~ Here, the data were converted in€o a serial fre-
quency-shift-keyed tone that were recorded c;n a st~hdard cassette 
recorder. In the laboratory the data are played back into the 
ground station where they are converted into digit~l data that 
are. transmitted to a Hewlett-Packard S5 computer for further 
analysis. 
/ 
Table 18. System specifications.for the sensors in the :mini-
sonde according to the manufacturer. 
Parameter Sensor Range Precision Resolution 
AIRSONDE 
Dry bulb bead -70 to so 0 c ± o.s 0 c o.1°c 
temperature thermistor 
Wet:. bulb bead -70 to so0 c ± o.s0c o.1°c 
temperature thermistor 
Pressure aneroid 1050-300 mb ± 3 mb 0.1 mb 
'capaci tc;tnoe 
' y 
s:ereng.er-sonde thermistor -20 to 20°c ± 1°C* o.2oc 
(linear} 
*Including uncertainties in the reading of the temperature and the 
height determination. 
4. 2 • ·Thee Sprenger system 
The Sprenger system consists of a temperature sonde, a radio re-
ceiver,. anten~a and a recorder, manufactured py Albin Sprenger KG, 
St. Andreasber9, West Germany. This rather old-fashioned equipment. 
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uses a sonde with a thermistor without any radiation shield. 
Ba~tery and radio transmitter are contained in a styrofoam box 
and the total mass is 80 g. It was flown with a 30-g helium-
filled balloon and an ascent velocity of 2 m/s was aimed at. 
The receiver transforms the FM (150-155 Hz) radio signal to tem-
perature and displays this on a chart recorder. The temperature 
profile is plotted as a function of time and the height must be 
deduced from the elapsed time after launch of the sonde. Con-
sequently, we must assume that the ascent velocity is known (from 
how bouyant the balloon is} and constant during each sounding. 
Neither of these assumptions are strictly fulfilled, but to ap-
prox:imate this we used the following procedure. 
1. Sprenger sondes were always launched alternately with 
the AIRSONDES (except on May 29). 
2. Above the boundary layer over the sea (usually below 
1000 m) we assume that the temperature has not changed 
significantly (less than the accuracy of the two devices) 
during the time elapsed between the two AIRSONDE launches 
" (two hours at most). 
Practically, we determine a height where the tempeatures from 
all three sondes coincide. This height divided by the elapsed 
time then gives the approximate ascent velocity of the balloon 
and a temperature versus height profile can be derived. Table 19 
summarizes the estimated system performance taking into account 
the evaluation procedure. 
4.3. Analyses of AIRSONDE data 
Based on the measu:i:-ements of temperature, wet-bulb temperature 
and pressure, the height of the mini-sonde above the sea level 
and some derived parameters were calculated. 
When · the wet-bulb is not frozen, we have with good approxima-
tion: 
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( 7.5 T ) 
e = 6.1078•10 237 •3+T s 
where es (mb) is the saturation vapour pressure ,over water at tem-
perature T ( 0 c). If we substitute the wet-b.Ulb temE>erature, T', 
the saturation vapour pressure at the wet-bulb temperature, esw 
(mb), is obtained. The actual vapour pressure in the air, e, 
is given by 
e = e 5w - 0.00066(1+0.00115 T')p (T-T') 
where p is ambient pressure (mb). Knowing e, an a~pioximation 
for the dew-point temperature., T d ( 0 c) , is given by 
237.3 log (e/6.1078) 
7.5 - log (e/6.1078) 
When the wet-bulb is frozen, which typically happens at -5 to 
-1ooc, the above formulas are no longer valid. Denoting th~i 
I 
temperature of the frozen wet-bulb by Ti, then the sublimation 
vapor pressure over ice, esi.(mb) at that temperature is given 
by 
I 
9.321 T· 
( 11 ) 
261.24+Ti 
the vapour pressure, e, is then approximately given as 
I I 
e = esi - 0.00066(1+0.00115 Ti)p(T-Ti)• 
Then we can derive the dew-point (frest-point) temperature, Tn,i 
( 0 c) when the wet-bulb is. frozen as 
To . = I 1 
e 
261.24 log ( ) 
6.1078 
e 
9. 321 - log ( ) , 
6.1078 
Knowing e, the mixing ratio w is given as 
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0.622 e 
w =-----
p-e 
irrespective of whether the wet-bulb is frozen or not. The virtual 
temperature, T*(°K), can be calculated from 
T* = 
(273.lS+T)(l+l.609 w) 
(l+w) 
The height, ~H (m), between a level with pressure Pl and virtual 
* . . temperature T1 , and a level with pressure p 2 and virtual tem-
perature T; is given by the hypsometric equation 
* * Pl ~H = 14.636(Tl + T2)ln (-) 
P2 
from which the height of the minisonde above the sea level can 
be determined. The dry potential temperature, 9, is given as 
( .. 1000) 0. 286 9 ::: {T+273.15) 
p 
where e, T and p are in units of K, 0 c and mb, respectively. 
4.4. Characteristics of the mini-sonde launches 
Experiment on May 16 
During this tracer experiment five AIRSONDES were launched. Fi-
gure 14 and Table 19 give times and positions for the launches, 
in addition to other parameters describing the measurements. The 
soundings are illustrated in Fig. 15. The sounding at 10:58 has 
not been analysed because the cassette recorder was not activated 
until 5 min after launching. 
i 
~ 
I 
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10 km 
N 
Fig. 14. Positions where AIRSONDES were launcl}ed during t'fl:e exper-
iment on 16 May. The numbers indicate the order of the launchings • 
. 
Table 19. Characteristic parameters fer the AlRSONDE launch~s· on 
May 16. 
UTM-coordinates pressure at rnax. pressure at. 
launch of launch pos. sea surface height max. height 
time (m) (mb) (m) {niQ) 
9:55 E359900 N6182290 996 2012 780 
10:58 E35905() N618·2650 
12:23 E358070 N'61839iO 1000 2954 697 
13:28 E357240 N6184600 996 6398 44'3 
14:43 E35'.6990 N6183750 1005 4424 584 
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Fig. 15. Temperature profiles measured by AIRSONDES. launched 
·d1Jring the experiment on 16 May. The temperature is .:Ln.dicated 
by the sol: id line; th;~ dew-point ·'temperature is' showp by a coau:·$e 
.dashed line, and the· ·p'o;tential temperature by a fine da.$hed line. 
The numbering of the figures indicates the order of the launchings. 
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Experiment on May 18 
During this tracer experiment three AIRSONDES were launched. 
Figure 16 and Table 20 give times and positions for the launches, 
in addition to other parameters that describe the measurements. 
The soundings are illustrated in Fig. 17. 
Table 20. Characteristic parameters for the AIRSONDE launches on 
May 18. 
UTM--coordinates pressure at max. pressure at 
launch of launch pos. sea surf ace height max. height 
time (m) (mb) (m) (mb) 
9:23 E353860 N6177680 1004 7211 394 
11:02 E358710 N6184490 1006 6814 417 
12:33 E358710 E6184490 1006 7023 405 
10 km 
N 
Fig. 16. Positions where AIRSONDES were launched during the exper-
iment on 18 May. The numbers indicate the order of the launchings. 
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during the experiment on 18 May. The temperature is indicated 
by the solid line; the dew-point temperature is shown by a coarse 
dashed line, and the potential temperature by a fine dashed line. 
The numbering of the figures indicate the order of the launchings. 
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Experiment on May 22 
No mini-sondes were launched. This was due to the high wind speed 
that characterized this experiment, and which excluded handling 
of mini-sondes on a fishing boat. 
Experiment on May 29 
During this tracer experiment two AIRSONDES and two Sprenger-
sondes were launched. Figure 18 and Table 21 give times and 
positions for the launches in addition to other parameters 
that describe the measurements. The soundings are illustrated 
in Fig. 19. 
10 km 
N 
Fig. 18. Positions where AIRSONDES and Sprenger-sondes were 
launched during the experiment on 29 May. The numbers indicate 
the order of the launchings. 
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,,,, 
sondes launched du,lf'.ing the experimenil:. on 29 May. The temperature 
. is indicated by the solid line1 th~ dew-point temperature is shown 
by. a ,coarse dashed liae, and the potent~ .. al temperature by a fine 
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Table 21. Characteristic parameters for t}le mini-sonde launches 
on May 29. 
UTM-coordinates pressure at max. pressure at 
launch of launch pos. sea surf ace height. max. h.eight 
time Ctnl (mb) (m) (rob) 
9:10 E359810 N6182400 1006 2145 778 
9:30 E3597~0 N6182550 Spreng~r-so~de 2200 
10:23 E3572?0 N6185600 Sprenger-sonde 1400 
10:55 E357Q"O N6184550 100~ 3569 651 
During this tracer experim.~:pt two AIRSONOES and two Sprenger-
sondes were launched. Figure 20 and Table 22 give times and 
positions for the laun.ches in addition to other parameters that 
describe the measurements. The soundings are illustrated in 
Fig. 21. 
Table 22. Characte.ristic parameters for the mini-sonde launches 
on May 30. 
UTM-coordinates pressure at max. pressure at 
launch of .la un.9h pos .• sea surf ace height max. height 
time {?n) (rnb) (m) (?nb) 
9:00 E356990 N6183780 1010 7081 40.9 
10:09 E362350 N6181050 Sprenger-sonde 1800 
11:00 E358470 N6184500 1005 6213 457 
11:25 E358550 N6183450 Sprenger-sonde 2200 
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Fi9. 20. Positions where A!RSONDES and Sprenger-sondes were 
launched during the experiment on 30 May. The numbers indicate 
the order of the launchings. 
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TEMPERATURE (°C) 
15 20 
Fig. 21. Temperature profiles measured by AIRSONDES and Sprenger-
sondes launched during the experiment on 30 May. The temperature 
is indicated by the solid line7 the dew;...point temperature is shown 
by a coarse dashed line, and the potential temperature by a fine 
dashed line. The numbering of the.figures indicates the order of 
the launchings. 
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E~p~riment on June 4 
Two AIRSONDES and two Sprenger-sondes were launched. Figure 22 
and Table 23 give times and positions for the launches. However, 
the lowest 90 m of the profile is missing in the first launch due 
to improper operation of the cassette recorder. The pressure, 
temperature and wet-bulb temperature at the sea'surface were 
available from the notes of the operator of the sonde system, and 
these values were used as the basis of the profile calculation. 
The soundings are illustrated in Fig. 23. 
10 km 
N 
,fi51. 22 · Positions where AIRSoNDES and Sprenger-sondes were 
launched during,the experiment on 4 June. The numbers indicate 
the order of the launchings. 
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2) 
4) 
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TEMPERATURE (°C) 
Fig. 23. Temperature profiles measured by AIRSONDES and Sprenger-
sondes launched during the experiment on 4 June. The temperature 
is indicated by the solid line: the dew-point temperature is shown 
by a coarse <la.shed line, and the potential temperature by a fine 
dashed line. The numbering of the figures indicates the order of 
the launchings. 
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'l'cal?le 2:3. Characteristic parameters for the mini-sonde launches 
on June 4. 
UTM-coordinates pressure at max. pressure at 
launch of launch pos. sea surf ace height max. height 
time (m) (mb) (m) (mb) 
8:12 E362360 N6181350 1006 4890 554 
9:16 E360300 N6181500 Sprenger-sonde 1800 
10:38 E358380 N6183090 1007 1889 804 
11:12 E353500 N6181900 s12renger-sonde 900 
Experiment on June 5 
'I'hree A.lRSONDES and two Sprenger-sondes were launched. No data 
exist from the first A!RSONDE because the casette recorder was 
not in record mode during the flight. The next AIRSONDE worked 
satisfactorily. T,he third AIRSONDE was followed up to a height 
of about BOO m, then the radio cont.act was lost. When the data 
transmission was reestablished, the sonde had reached a height 
of a'bout 1500 m. At a height of 2000 m the radio contact was lost 
again, and no attempts to restart the system were. carried out. At 
sea level, prior to launch, the third AIRSONDE indicated a press-
ure of 951 mb which obviously is too low. In the analysis of this 
sounding 40 mb were added to the measured values of the pressure. 
Figu:t::'e 24 and Table 24 give times and positions for the launchings 
in addition to othe.r parameters that describe the measurements. 
The soundings are illustrated in Fig. 25. 
TEJ.hle 24. Characteristic parameters for the mini-sonde launches 
on June 5. 
UTM-coordinates pressure at max. pressure at 
launch of launch pos. sea surf ace height max. height 
time (m) (mb) (m) Cmb) 
8:06 
-
9:02 E363300 N61Sl530 Sprenger-sonde 1500 
9:29 E363260 N61822SO 991 3574 639 
10:35 E3$3S50 N'6177630 Spl:'•n9er-sonde 1300 
12t02 E3536$0 Nf>l77760 951 2013 738 
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10 km 
N 
Fig. 24. Positions where AIRSONDES and Sprenger-sondes were 
launched during the experiment on 5 June. The numbers indicate 
the order of the launchings. 
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$Ondes launched during the experiment on 5 June. The temperature 
i!S indicated by the solid line; the dew-point temperature is shown 
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t.be launchings. 
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Experime~t on ~~n~ 12 
Four AIRSONDES weX"e launched during this experiment. When the 
data from the third AIRSONDE were analyse~, 13 mb w~re added to 
the measured values of the pressure, to be in accordance with the 
other sea level pressur&s measured on that day. Figure 26 and 
Table 25 give times and positions for the launchings in addition 
to the other parameters describing the measurements. The soundings 
are illustrated in Fig. 27. 
10 km 
N 
Fi2· 26. Positions where_ AIRSONDES were launched during the exper-
iment .on 12 June. The numbers indicate the order of 
the launchings. 
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Fist· 27. Temperature profiles measured by AIRSONDES launched 
during the experiment on 12 June. The temperature is indicated 
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T~))le 25. Characteristic parameters for the AIRSONDE launches on 
June 12. 
UTM-coordinates pressure at max. pressure at 
launeh of lal.lnch pos. sea surf ace height max. height 
tim• hn) (mb) (m) (mb) 
8:30 E364590 N6181180 1017 8070 353 
9:40 E361860 N6182040 1017 5105 534 
10:30 E361140 N6182940 1005 8682 311 
llt$0 E36l0~() N6lil$30 1023 4504 581 
Four A!RSONDES were launched during this experiment. At the first 
launch, data are missing at the lowest 10 mb. Figure 28 and Table 
2' tgiVe times and posit.ions for the launchings in addition to 
other parameters describing the measurements. The soundings;are 
illustrated in Fig. 29 •. 
Table 2.6. Characteristic parameters for the AIRSONDE launches on 
June 14. 
UTM-coordinates pressure at max. p:r,:-essure at 
launch of 1aunch pos. sea surf ace height max. height 
titQ~. Cm) ( J:l!b) {m} (mb) 
9:.5>2 E3.64720 N6181090 999 4954 536 
11:07 E364420 N6179730 1004 7470 382 
12:30 E363510 N6177640 1008 4351 585 
13:42 E3538QO N6177420 1003 5833 477 
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Fi<J• 28. Positions where AIRSONDES were launched during the exper-
iment on 14 June. The numbers indicate the order of the launchings. 
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Fig. 29. Temperature profiles measured by AIRSONDES launched 
during the experiment on 14 June. The temperature is indicated by 
the solid line~ the dew-point temperature is shown by a coarse 
dashed line, and the potential temperature by a fine dashed line. 
The numbering of the figures indicates the order of the launchings. 
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5. INTERCOMPARI~ON OF PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS 
The instruments used to measure pr;essure on a routine basis at 
the various locations usually have an absolute long-term. accuracy 
of 0. 4 mb. In order to improve the short-term accuracy, 1all , the 
instruments werie calibrated against precision aneroid barometers 
(Precision Aneroi;d Barometer MK2, Type No. M 2236, range 900-1050 
mb, make Negritta and Zambra). These barometers were calibrated 
at least every six months. 
At the Danish masts (Sj~lsmark, AvedizSre, Saltholm east) the ca+i-
bl:;'ation was a part' of the maintenanoe procedl:U:e for the masts. 
maeh time the magnetic tape on the datalogg.er was. replaced·, the 
pre$sure at the prop·er height was measur~d with a precision ane-
roid barometer. After a sufficient (more than 3) number of pre::-
eis&on me.asurements1 in connection with tape changes were made, a 
re~:ression line1 wal? cons~tructed between the number re:pl)'esenting 
pressure from the data acquis:j..ti.on system, and the simu.l.taneously 
ml!Jasured pressure by the precision barometer. 'lt!he regression 
I 
equation was later used to calculate the pressure from all 
meas.urements. This procedure was used at the masts at Sjcelsmark, 
AVedizSre and Saltholm east. 
The intercomparison of the pressure sensors at the masts in 
Sweden, that is at Borlunda, Furulund, Barseback and Maglarp, 
was done on a specific day. On June 15, 1984 M. Frederiksen 
visited these four positions a.nd measured the pressure with two 
precision barometers. The differences between the routine measure-
ments and the ones made by the p+e.cision barome.ter were always a.f 
t.lle o.r:der of a few tenths of a millibar. The difference.s were 
later accounted fo.r in the data. 
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6. METAR OBSERVATIONS AT KASTRUP AIRPORT 
The code name METAR designates an aviation routipe weather report. 
Among other things, the METAR reports contain information about 
wind speed and direction, air- and dewpoint temperature, amount, 
types and heights of cloud layers as well as pressure. All the 
METAR reports that were produced at Kastrup Airport during the 
experimental period were kept for this experiment. METAR observa-
tions are routinely collected every 30 minutes. The wind speed 
and direction in the METAR from Kastrup Airport are measured at 
10-m height about 100 m west of the 0resund coastline. Figure 30 
gives an example of ME~AR observations from Kastrup Airport. The 
translation from code to meteorology is given in Fig. 31, taken 
from AIR ( 1985) . 
cccc 
.CH 
UCH 
dCB 
1$C8 
•en 
·$<QI 
<' 
acu 
BCH 
BCB 
RJ(CH 
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METAR/SPECI 
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GGgo ddd ff ff~·- vvvv ~ VRVRVAVR loo RR. w·w· Ns cc hshshs Ns cc 
1150 090 ~8 CAVOK· 
1220 090 15 9999 lieu 040 3 ac 
1250 09'9 17 27 ,999 1'CU 040 
1320 090 16 9999 1cu 040 
1350 oim 20 9999 1eu'.·. 040 
1420 090 l6 9999 lt:ni 040 
' 1450 090 J6 9999 1~h 040 4 .. a.c. 
1520 080 •1 9999 1;::u 040 ; . 3 ac 
1550 080 ~4 9999 l~}l 040 5 ac 
1620 090 9 9999 1 r-11 0.401 l,;i:; ,,,,.. 
1650 090 4 9999 11'.m 040 5 ac 
1720 1QO 4 CAVOK 
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h5hshs N· s· 
L 
.. 
10.0 
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.. 
· ... 
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011nn 
[ ... 
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·. 
5. juni 1984 
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STATION: Luftha:vn 
--
. 
cc: V1shs N$; cc hshshs fM) .r·r· (Ml ~1 'HfH'~ltt 
22 12 1006 
23 13 1006 
22 12 1005 
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21 11 1005 
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Fig. 30. Example of MET AR observations from ~astn:1p Airport 5 June 1984. 
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but in ec:ise.ofo e.all'ectlve oh~c:h Tt!fJOffS, it shall oppeor iri 
the heodJf'.lii.·of the c.ollee:ti- imly, 
The g~ 'emc 10$~:-Ji:i brackets ore ine:luded in the report 
in c;u:c:~e with 're'.g}o-nol'cir l\Ovige;tion ogre~e!'tti. 
The ~ode iio-e SPEC!.desi9"'0te1 on OYiotJon ielected spe-
eia/ weather report .:·When a deterion:it~ of one wecit~r 
elemenfis ac:c:~ by on il!'lfll'OVen·1~1nt in ai&erher 
el~nt {fan1>«J1't9·1e, lower.i_i>g of doUds and cnd~pnwement 
in viJi-bility}, o si-f19le SPECt r~port- shall:\Je issued. 
w'w' - Significant Weather. To .. decod&; flnd'the 'FtR-ST code 'fii;iure in' left column. l;le~ode wilt appear in box 
under the SECOND cod'e.figure. Eic•mpre: w'w' 73 • $riow. CONHNT:S OF TREND-TYPE LAND.ING FORECASTS* 
BR 
Mist 
SECONO. CODE FIGURE 
T 
FU 
Smo.ke 
5 
HZ 
Dust 
haze 
HZ 
Dust 
haze 
7 B 
SA 
Dus_tsform,, PO 
sandsto·rm. . . 
ris,ng':dUst. Oust devil 
or sa'nd 
T.T TT T 
9 
MtFG-r- M1FG T~ SQ F.C .. ! ~ 
Shf~;w Shf~~w --- --- --- --- ThS~g~:r- Squall ~y;~I ~ <t> ~ i " 
REDZ RERA RESN RERASN REFZRA RESH RESNSH REGR RETS :ij ]- ~ ~ ~ R~ent R'ec~nt Recent r!~c~~~ f~:!i1~~ Rece.nt R5~~8~.t Re.c!"t --- t~~e;:. ·~ ':= -; ... ~ '; 
GGgg F-!R d dd'. ff/ fm.Jm YVVY I w'w' I Ns .. CC hshshs 
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~"gO.::z 
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:> .. ; ..c Ill • 
dr1:zzle rain snow s~w rain showers showers hail storms :; ~ :;·. ~ ~ 
~ t:l 
lI;·l ~ 
il'!j 
;.: ,Q 0 .c; 
!t~lMtt~1 ..:·.~·O ·:t i·a·~ ~·.~·~ .2 2·8: "! ~~ ~~; ~~~ ~~~i~ Dus~:;onn,. Ous~!;rm, Ous~'iorm, . · ~-~ . ~:;~ . ~:::, ~RSN ~RSN BLSN BLSN ·: ~ ~ ~· ~ .. ~ 
~ :3 :i:~~std~:· ·~~7dst~~' .~~:st:~':'t' dus~:orm dus::orm dus~:orm. drif';j'~g drif';;'~g B!~-:;':'9 B!~t:g * Tre'nd·- Type, foreeuls ere .apo~ .. ~~d !o ME)'.AR ~r S'PECI repor!1."Ti.e ~od°e word CAY OK •" .. 'll .reple;e the gr ..... 111 VVVY, w ·..,· 11<ui 5 or ~arid 0~·~8iid · or :~nd sancfstorin. Sandstorm .sandsi!)rin snow snow Ns.c;:c;: hs hs .. h~ ii. cOll<liti0<1s are·e•pecled 111 reach,!!.oJ~ e•i>la•ned below. The eode word NOSIG i• used to '"Jk•le no 1i9ni!ilunt 
~ BCFG BCFG FG FG FG FG FG FG F:ZF.9" FZF<;7 .'.haaee .10 :b~ ... 're"d· , . . ' 
8 4 P:r~~es pa~~~es Fog Fog Fog Fog Fog Fog FreF~~ng Frro~ng ~AVOK ··C:1!1ci}if19·.~,~ .. ~./i:1,i~ility,~~oy. 
u XXDZ XXDZ FZDZ XXFZDZ R The·code.wi;ird CAVQK '.s~all r,e,place the'.·groups VVVV, ·RVR.VR VR VR/DRDR, w'w' and N.s CC hshshs, whenever 
:;; 5 D ~z I O ~~I O ~zl O ~z I Ha-avy Heavy Freezing: f~~~i'Xg RR~ R ~ the..fo'llowf~.o:·condilioM::9ccUr·sii:nult.9ne.ous!y. 
~ rizz 8 rizz 8 rizz 8 rizz e drizzle drizzle drizzle ·drizzle ain .ain (a) Visibility.:. l O ..km or m.ore; .lb) Cloud:.no clo'ud .bel'ow 5000.feet (1500 meters); (c) Weather: .no precipitati,qn. and 
Code 
figure 
RA RA RA RA XXRA XXRA FZR~ x;:;;,A Rte~~ X~~~ 1-"o.-•-h-un_d_e·r_•_•o-•m.-'.,.-,----,,._,-,..,.-_,,.....,...,....,-_,,...,,........,.-....,-__ _,.. ___________ -I 
Rain Rein Rain Rain Hr~ii7 Hr~~~ Fn;:~ng f"::~ng s~'a~ and~~O~ .,< EX~·MPL'E::FOR' A :METAR MESSA.GE 
SN 
Snow 
SN 
Snow 
SI'< 
Snow 
x>;sN·. xxs.~ SG PE .M~TAR 0500 ,yEcc 05025./37 .o5o.q.,R.0.4.00/19.L. RMM0150/01 R 64XXRA 2cuoo4 5cu,006 acsoos 24/23 1011 
~~·· ~~:::; --- :r119~s --- Ice pellets MOD TU·RB RAPJD·l 901 O.CAVOK SN Snow 
XXR~S;N X ROU.TINE RE,PO.RT.Jlme;: ()500 GM.T~·.,Calc~tta~..W!nd.:"50~,25'.kn~ts, maximum.37. knots •. Visibilily; 500 meters. 
RASH XXSH. XXSH RASN He8W., SNSl'f X SN GR GR GR RVR. 400 meters runw•.Y .. 1:9l. RVR :below ... 15~ me.ters.r~h~ay OlR. Weat~er: heavy rain. Cloud: 2 oktas 
Sh Heavy Heavy ShJ°wers sho'"':'e,rs Snow Heeyy S fHi .1 -5 ft h .1 H .1 cumulus a.t ·400', 5 okt.as .. 'C~n:tlllus al 6~0;';/8. okta.s. ~U."'.'.ul!)n.imbus .a,t·800'. T.emperature: 2~°C. Dew.point: 
ower.s showers showers ill~d·rs~~w ill~~ rsa~~w showers s~~!:rs 0 81 0 ·8 ' 111 23~C:: •.. ONH: l.0·171:nb •. Mod_1:r~te.turb_u[enc:~~Rapid.ch,a."g_e 1.o:·wind 190°, I 0 knots. Ceiling and.visibility okay, 
rs·. TSGR· \ xxrs ··1·•· rssA I xxrsGR. .· .. . . . ·. . EXl\MPLE FOR~1vlI$SAGE XXGR 
Heavy 
hail 
RA 
Rain 
XXRA 
Heavy 
rain 
Ns - Amount of cloud layer 
GR 
Hail 
XXGR 
Heavy 
hail 
Tliunder-· Thund~r,. l:leavy s!"Sr~.~fth 1~~~tl~- .s.P,~.00040.:EDPM,25.o.1.8 9.999 .ZlR~RA .. ~.s;o1 ~·sAS090. 
,.0 .,,,. I ~1~':;' .1 th~nde•- .du,.,tq•m •to•m.. SpECIAl REPORT. TJ.mei OQ4°0C)MT. lq"tlono'.Muni<h- Windo ~~O', I B.k"ob. Vislbi[ltyo 10 km o• mo•«.Wealheco 
wit 81 5 orm or sndstrm with hail Rece.nt.r11in •.. Cf9ud:,5.::o~a~.S_tr,l(ltocl.!m.ulus at',l,500 h,·8 9kt.~s--Altos,tra.tus at·9000 f,to 
CC~ Genus of'cloud REF'ORTfl)WAER.ODR.OME PAYEMf;:NT . CONDITION 
No cloud 
Code 
fig'ure 
Code 
.figure 
Cloud Heiciht -
hshshs 
-. --·-- _ _ Genus . . cc Meters (a~;~!.x.J ~:=n~:::~~=·!;~~~·.b;:rumx.!d~ 6~f!9We -<:Ode.-~llP defin·;fli the 
.l ~~:z~~!ess, but .l /l O ~~~~~~'0but ~ ~:~~~:u:mu'lus ~~ g~~ < ~g < ~ gg. .NO°TES: J 0·(&) If· RVR. i~.' ·~·~:~erv~·l ... oyef o .. ne ru~·':"a,Y, .or' .. ov.~r two.or more runways simultaneo.usly and there 
2·.okt&s 2/1 O - 3/1 O 2 Clfros~~&tus .c.s 002 60 200 are no sign.ificant differences, in RVR·betwe.en runw.ays, the value wil,1 be reported as RV RVRV RVR, the element/ 
... 3 okt;u 4/1.0 3 Alt.?cumulus AC 003 90 .30.0 DRPR omitt,ed. 
4 ·4.oktas 5 10 4 Alt~s.t.rat.us AS 004 J.20 400 (b) If' RVR ·Is observed.: over two or. more:. runwa.v.s'simult.j!lneousl.y and the're fil.'significant differences in RVR 
5 5 oktas 6/10 5 N1mb-ostratus NS 005 1'50 500 betwe_en ninways,. ·the r·a.lue for .each .r.vnway ~ill be .reported. in elem.ent 0 RDR. Rar11llel r:unways. are indicated 
6·oktas 7/10.-8/10 .. . 6 Straiocumulus SC 006. 180 600 byappend~ng [etterl,·C.orR: (left,··canter, ri.g:ht)tothe.DRDRelement. 
7 oktas or more, 9/10 or nv;i,r.E!. but '7 Stratus. .ST etc.. etc. etc. (c) When. RVR'1s.'greaterth.11n.ma.xlrn.~np'.a.ltJ~ whic·h' can be. measured by the svs.tem, the group is reported as RP 
but not 8 oktas nofJ 0/1 O 8 Cumulus CU 099 2 970 9-900 V RVRVRVR in ""'.hich:YRYR\IRY.R i~t~'r .. ;high.;sl .. l'l_'leasu.reable value, ie. RP 2000 i.ndicates .RVR,a~ove 2000 meters. 
a· oktas l O/l o _ . 9 Cumulonimbu.s CB JOO 3 000 10 OOO [d) w ... hen -.RVR h.b~low .the.,.minlmu:(n"vaJue which c.i'ln be measured by the·.sv.~tem, th.e gr.ou~ported "'s RMM 
Sky o.bScured, or i:loud amo1,1nt·cannot c;:loud·not visible 1.10 3 300 11 .OOO VR~RY,RVR, In wh\ch. VRVR~RYR:i-tt~:e low.e,,Jmeasurable value i.e. RMM il'!dicates RVR below 150 meters. 
l;ie estimated owing to.darkness, 120. 3 600 12 OOO This form ·is:·limited. to RV.R ·.r._.alu.edi:i!.low 200 ... meters, 
fog, duslsform, /I etc. . ~tc. ,etc. N.<?T_E: F.Or additional RVR,)nfo see M.ET p~.ge 14, 
sandstorm,or ::~· iri··~~~ l~~·'·ggg ~~.··.~~i:ent"' .:.applies ii tlle: phe.nomenom .~as obse.rved during the hour preceding the tfme of ob.s.ervalion. 
other ~)lalogous '"r· m;...r .... 
pheooinena Note: ·code: i.-. direct :r&-~dr~~ 3. :When sky Js·obscu red.(~s·~ 9)'. clO"!d·group will b!?'. 9/ /hshshs, where hshshs is vertical v.isibility. When cloud 
in units. of 30M,(100'). base Is below station ·level, the group. will _read N:sCC///o 
S!JFl'UED BY JEPPESEN 
Fig. 31. Translation of the code used in METAR. 
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This report describes the measurements carried out by Ris0 
National Laboratory as part of the 0resund experiment. Measurements 
were made of 1) turbulence at the Gladsaxe mast during tracer re-
leases, 2) profiles of wind and temperature at four small masts 
and at the Ris0 mast; by application of current flux profile re-
lationship estimates of the momentum and sensible heat flux can be 
calculated, and 3) profiles of temperature, wet-bulb temperature 
and pressure by a mini-radiosonde-system (AIR-SONDE) , the sondes 
were launched from a fishirig boat at various positions in 0resund 
during tracer releases. The report also describes measurements of 
temperature with a so-called Sprenger-radiosonde-system. All radio-
sonde measurements described in this report were carried out by 
the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute. The Sprenger-
sondes were launched from the fishing-boat in between the AIR-
SONDES. The report contains a technical description of the instru-
ments that were used and of their position and performance during 
the experiment. Most of the measurements are illustrated in fig-
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